The goal of this work is to investigate the impact of missing values in clustering joint categorical social sequences. Identifying patterns in sociodemographic longitudinal data is important in a number of social science settings. However, performing analytical operations, such as clustering on life course trajectories, is challenging due to the categorical and multidimensional nature of the data, their mixed data types, and corruption by missing and inconsistent values. Data quality issues were investigated previously on single variable sequences. To understand their effects on multivariate sequence analysis, we employ a dataset of mixed data types and missing values, a dissimilarity measure designed for joint categorical sequence data, together with dimensionality reduction methodologies in a systematic design of sequence clustering experiments. Given the categorical nature of our data, we employ an "edit" distance using optimal matching. Because each data record has multiple variables of different types, we investigate the impact of mixing these variables in a single dissimilarity measure. Between variables with binary values and those with multiple nominal values, we find that the ability to overcome missing data problems is more difficult in the nominal domain than in the binary domain. Additionally, alignment of leading missing values can result in systematic biases in dissimilarity matrices and subsequently introduce both artificial clusters and unrealistic interpretations of associated data domains. We demonstrate the usage of t-distributed stochastic neighborhood embedding to visually guide mitigation of such biases by tuning the missing value substitution cost parameter or determining an optimal sequence span. 
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arises from sequence alignment by development time (e.g., age) instead of calendar time. When the sequences are aligned by age, different age cohorts will appear with unequal sequence lengths. Individuals who enter the data collection at an older age will inevitably miss the leading segment of their life course data. Censored data have similar contiguous missing observations at the beginning and/or ending of the sequences, which can be due to reasons other than alignment by age. For simplicity, this type of missing data will be referred to as alignment missing. Both types of missing values (survey gaps and alignment missing) are often encountered in real-world data; however, their effects are not adequately evaluated, especially in the joint sequence analysis literature.
Another challenge in clustering life course trajectories is the mixed data type problem in joint sequence analysis. Categorical variable types with different numbers of state spaces (e.g., binary variables vs nominal variables with multiple states) affect their contributions to the distance measures determined in the joint domain. Consequently, clustering derived from the joint domain may have different representation of individual variables and associated cluster interpretations as illustrated in Piccarreta (2017) . As survey gaps or alignment missing usually affect multiple variables the same way, missing values may complicate the association among variables considered in the joint sequences and lead to potentially incorrect interpretations. Such interactive effects from both missing values and mixed data types have yet to be examined in the literature.
Last, in joint sequence analyses, the data dimensions increase as the number of time dimensions begins to multiply with the number of variables included, leading to difficulties in exploration and diagnosis of the clustering results in their original sequence representation. Dimensionality reduction is an essential tool to capture the qualitative cluster structure in a low-dimensional space that can be easily visualized when working with the high-dimensionality aspect of the "largeness" of data. Limited usage of such techniques is present in the social sequence analysis literature, especially with the application of nonlinear dimension reduction techniques.
The goal of this work is to provide a systematic investigation of the aforementioned two challenges-missing values and mixed data types-in joint sequence analysis. This study contributes to the social sequence analysis literature by (1) including an understudied type of missing value that arise from data alignment, where imputation is often not practical; (2) assessing missing value problems present in multiple-variable analysis as opposed to single-variable sequence analysis; (3) highlighting the interactions between the challenges of both missing value treatments and mixed data types; and (4) demonstrating the usage of nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques for social sequence analysis applications.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a survey of related literature. Section 3 describes the real-world data we use for the study. Section 4 explains the methods we use, including the distance measures, the systematic experimental clustering design, the comparison metrics we use, and dimensionality reduction techniques used for visualization and diagnosis. Section 5 evaluates clustering results, their dependence on missing value treatments and mixed data types, and bias mitigation methods. Section 6 concludes the article.
RELATED WORK
The notion of clustering hinges on the notion of distance, and therefore the concept and quantification of dissimilarity is important for time series data clustering. Metric distances such as the Euclidean distance fit well as dissimilarity measures and are applied widely to identify patterns in longitudinal numeric data (Fu 2011; Jin et al. 2017; Liao 2005; Rani and Sikka 2012) . Given the categorical (as opposed to continuous numeric), longitudinal characteristics of the life trajectory sequences commonly encountered in social sciences, the classical clustering approach based on metric distances does not work well. Since its introduction by Andrew Abbott (Abbott and Forrest 1986; Abbott and Hrycak 1990) , the edit-based dissimilarity measure through Optimal Matching 7:4 A. Lazar et al.
(OM) has become the most common way of computing dissimilarities between sequences describing life trajectories of multiple individuals.
OM was used first in molecular biology for comparing and analyzing DNA sequences (Needleman and Wunsch 1970) and also in natural language processing for approximate character string matching (Wagner and Fischer 1974) . The OM method uses counts of sequence alignment operations such as inserts, deletions (indels), and substitutions to transform one sequence to resemble another one. The fewer steps needed for the transformation, the closer the two sequences are considered. The final distance value calculated based on the OM procedure is deeply affected by the costs assigned to the indel and substitution transformations. Different setups and combinations (Studer and Ritschard 2016) proposed for specific problems hold various results. Adjusting the transformation cost allows researchers to tune if the algorithm will use more or fewer indels or substitutions. Sequence similarity can be described in terms of when elements occur or in terms of the order of these elements. When order is more important than timing, it is recommended to reduce the number of substitutions by increasing their cost while keeping the indel cost equal to 1. Setting substitution cost to the same value of 1 or 2 assumes that all of these substitution transformations are equally important. However, some transitions between states are more realistic, and therefore computing the substitution cost based on each transition probability would be better. More research is required to fully understand the consequences of different cost regimes. In addition, assigning substitution costs for transitions to the missing states has not been investigated.
Traditional sequence analysis, as well as new method development or evaluation, has mostly focused on single-variable trajectories (Elzinga 2006; Gauthier et al. 2009; Halpin 2014; Studer and Ritschard 2016; ). This approach allows for relatively easy evaluation of missing observations that affects many real-world data sequences. For aforementioned types of missing data, it is relatively straightforward to address the short internal survey gaps, as they can imputed using the before and after data present in the sequence. Evaluation of the imputation strategy of these internal gaps has been the focus of a small number of past studies (Halpin 2012; Royston 2004) . Using a single life course variable (employment), Halpin (2012) illustrated the benefit of multiple imputation of missing values in minimizing biases in clustering. However, he only studied gaps of multiple states occurring in the middle of the sequences and not at the beginning or the end. In addition, despite no previous evaluation, imputation of short survey gaps on single-variable sequences can be easily extended to multiple sequences.
For alignment missing and long internal data gaps that consist of more contiguous missing values, the amount of information in the sequence is often not enough to impute the gaps. The usual treatments were to include the missing values as a separate state (Aisenbrey and Fasang 2010) and/or apply normalization (Elzinga 2014). These practices were criticized as being problematic (Studer et al. 2018) , as the clustering results were often based on the length of the sequences (i.e., observation time) rather than observed values. To mitigate such biases, most of the studies analyze only complete trajectories to preserve the holistic perspective. However, such practice will cause the sample size to be reduced and/or age cohorts and age spans biased toward those with all trajectories being fully observed (Studer et al. 2018) .
According to a review by Aisenbrey and Fasang (2010) , the sequence analysis literature is sparse when it comes to investigating to what extent such unavoidable contiguous gaps, especially in the form of alignment missing due to unequal sequences, will change or bias clustering results and how such bias can be mitigated. The distance/dissimilarity measures calculated based on the OM procedure is deeply affected by the costs assigned to the indel and substitution transformations involving missing value states. Stovel and Bolan (2004) suggested lowering the indel only when dealing with incomplete sequences to reduce the biases caused by unequal sequence lengths. However, tuning missing value substitution costs, which is for the first time proposed and utilized by this work, provides the flexibility of adjusting distance contribution from missing values without affecting the transformation (indel or substitution) taken for nonmissing values.
The OM distance structure of the data, in the form of a distance/dissimilarity matrix, that determine the clustering is critical for understanding the root causes induced by missing values. However, such distance structures are challenging to visualize due to high dimensionality of the time series data. Various dimension reduction techniques have been proposed, including linear and nonlinear mapping to the lower dimension spaces. Linear techniques that focus on preserving global data structures, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Hotelling 1933 ) and classical multidimensional scaling (Torgerson 1952) , provide a good representation for linear data but do not work well when the underlying structure of the data is more complicated. For such data, nonlinear techniques that aim to preserve local data structures are more appropriate. Nonlinear manifold methods include methods such as nonmetric Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) (Kruskal 1964a (Kruskal , 1964b , kernel PCA, Spectral Embedding (SE) (Belkin and Niyogi 2002; Schőlkopf et al. 1997) , and t-distributed Stochastic Neighborhood Embedding (t-SNE) (Maaten and Hinton 2008) . Piccarreta and Lior (2010) employed classic MDS for exploratory analysis of sequences. So far, none of the nonlinear techniques have been applied to social sequence analysis to demonstrate their potential usage, which will be explored in this article.
DATA DESCRIPTION AND PREPROCESSING
We analyze real-world data extracted from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) (PSID 2017), which includes a rich set of demographic and socioeconomic information repeatedly collected from a large population of individuals tracked over multiple years, from 1968 through 2015. The initial dataset contained more than 17,000 records for individual people, with missing values both over time and within each variable (i.e., some individuals only responded to the survey in some years, some individuals were not presented with certain survey questions, and individuals could choose not to answer any of the questions). Several preprocessing steps were needed to clean and transform the downloaded data to the format required for analysis.
Age is one of the variables collected every year the survey was conducted, which is used to align the sequences. The age variable was prone to noise and missing data, given human error and the timing of the survey relative to a respondent's birth month within a given calendar year. Using the age values collected over time, we calculated the birth year for each individual and used that to make subsequent corrections on the age variable.
For the joint sequence analysis, we considered a combination of five variables: two nominal (family size and number of children under 8), and three binary variables (employment status, high school degree, and marriage status). The two nominal variables were represented by seven different states or values, including missing values. Life courses of these five variables are constructed by aligning the sequences by age between 20 and 60 years for each individual in the final dataset. We aligned the data by age instead of calendar year to identify patterns in life course trajectories over individual lifetimes independent of the calendar years in which the relevant lifecycle events occurred.
After cleaning, we selected 1,034 individuals whose data contained more than 23 contiguous nonmissing values to be the focus of this study. This procedure limits survey gaps to short imputable ones for subsequent analysis. It is worth noting that due to the necessity of identifying individuals with complete sequences between ages 20 and 60 years, and without excessive numbers of missing values, the resulting subsample is highly selected and not likely representative of the population or the sample of respondents to the PSID overall. The primary focus of this work is to compare methodologies for categorizing patterns in this structure of data. We therefore are not focusing on the representativeness of those patterns in the overall population at this point.
Because we aligned the sequences by age and focus on the age range between 20 and 60 years, individuals older than 20 years at the beginning of the survey collection effort (year 1968) miss the leading part of the sequences (alignment missing or left censoring). Short survey gaps are present at the ending part of the sequences, because after 1997 the survey was conducted only every 2 years rather than annually.
Figure 1 provides a plot of the family size variable for the final sample of 1,034 individuals used in the analysis. It illustrates the mixed types of missing data arising in these data sources: short survey gaps (one value missing) and contiguous missing due to alignment by age. We also provide sample sequences for each of the five variables used here in Supplementary Figure A.1. The missing patterns are similar for four of the variables: family size, number of children under 8, high school degree, and marriage status. Only the employment variable has large chunks of missing values on both sides.
METHOD 4.1 Distance Measures for Clustering
The OM distances described in Section 2 were initially designed for one-variable categorical sequences. To extend this idea to multivariate sequences that include, for example, employment status, education, marriage, and number of children, a new dissimilarity matrix has to take into consideration the contribution of each included variable. For this procedure, the indel cost is set to 1, and substitution costs are determined and set independently for each individual variable. We employ a data-driven approach by assigning substitution costs according to the transitional frequency between given states (Piccarreta and Billari 2007; Stovel et al. 1996) . Next, the substitution costs for the multivariate distance is calculated by averaging the substitution costs for the individual variables. This joint analysis approach follows (Pollock 2007 ) and is performed using the R package TraMineR version 2.0-6 . The choice for the substitution cost of the missing values (referred to as NA cost hereafter) is further explained in the next section.
Clustering Experiments
To systematically assess the effects of missing values and variable types on clustering solutions in the context of distances derived from OM, we design 12 experiments. As mentioned earlier, there are two types of missing values in our dataset, the treatment of which are described in the following.
Short survey gaps. These gaps can be addressed by imputation. The best predictors for imputing missing values are those observations that are the closest on the timeline to those that are missing, and therefore for these one-value internal gaps, our approach was to fill the gap with the value of the preceding immediately adjacent value (the No Survey Gaps case). Alternatively, missing can be included as a special state in OM with a user-defined substitution cost for missing values (the Survey Gaps case).
Alignment missing. These contiguous missing values are observed at the beginning of the sequences, and not enough information is available for imputation. The treatment of alignment missing therefore consists of including "missing" as a special state with a user-defined substitution cost for missing values. The alignment missing, if applicable, is always present, and therefore a substitution cost for the missing values (i.e., NA cost) must inevitably be chosen.
The default NA cost is set to 2 in OM . In this case, the cost of treating alignment missing is maximized. In contrast, in separate experiments, we set the NA cost to 0, which eliminates the cost of transforming any paired segments involving missing values from one to another. In this case, the cost of treating alignment missing or any survey gaps is minimized. In light of the preceding reasoning, we have four cases regarding treatment of missing values:
To construct complete experiments, we apply these four missing value treatment cases to three data domains of distinct joint sequence data types: (1) binary domain (employment, marriage, education), (2) nominal domain (number of children under 8, and family size), and (3) both of the these combined. The full 12 combinatorial set allows for systematic comparison of the effects of both missing values and mixed data types in relation to each other on life course trajectory clustering. Note here that missing values are in practice handled with same strategy across variables within the joint domain. Therefore, we do not consider further varying missing value treatments within the same data domain mentioned previously.
Comparison Metrics
4.3.1 Cluster Quality Metrics. For clustering long-term life course sequences, usually there is no "ground truth" to be used for the direct evaluation of the proposed method. In this case, to evaluate clustering algorithms, several internal measures have been proposed to provide a statistical quality measure for the generated partitions, two of which are explained in detail in the following and utilized in our analysis. Internal clustering measures (Studer 2013 ) not only evaluate the quality of the returned clustering structure with no external help but also can be used to choose the best clustering algorithm and the optimal number of clusters for a given problem. Hennig and Liao (2010) suggest using Pearson's correlation to evaluate and compare cluster solutions, which is an internal measure also known as Point Biserial Correlation (PBC) (Equation (1)). PBC is an index that is an easy measure of the resemblance between the distance matrix and the resulting hierarchical clustering dendrogram. This index measures the correlation of the distance matrix d with a matrix consisting of zeros and ones indicating whether two objects are in the same cluster or not and represented by a binary matrix d bin . 
The Average Silhouette Width (ASW) (Equation (2)) validates clustering performance based on the pairwise difference of between-and within-cluster distances. Originally proposed by Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990) , this index is based on a notion of coherence of the assignment of an observation to a given cluster. This coherence is measured by comparing the average distance of an observation to the other members of its group with the average weighted distance to the closest group:
where NC is the number of clusters, n i is the number of objects in cluster i, C i denotes cluster i, and d (x, y) is the distance between x and y. Additional measures are available, but these two measures provide an objective way to choose the best combination of both the clustering algorithm and the number of clusters. Once the optimal number of clusters is selected, these parameters are used to generate the clustering groups.
Mutual Information Between Two Clustering Solutions of Different Missing Value Treatments.
Comparison of the clustering results between any two experiments can be done by visual inspection and examination of membership distribution changes across the cluster solutions through cross tabulation, as was previously done in Halpin (2012) . Given the large number of experiments we intend to compare, we employ a simple metric, called normalized mutual information, to quantitatively assess how much the clustering solution changes from one treatment to another. Mutual information between two clustering solutions (R and L) can be computed from their contingency table by interpreting it as a table of joint probabilities p (R, L) . The probability of each cluster label can be computed by Equations (5) and (6).
From these probabilities, we compute entropies H (R) (Equation (7)) and H (L) (Equation (8)) and their mutual information MI (R; L) (Equation (10)).
Finally, for ease of cross comparison, we use nMI defined in Equation (11).
Dimension Reduction Techniques
Considering that the input data are 1,034 individuals each associated with five categorical sequences, visualizing and diagnosing the clustering results of all 12 distance experiments in the original data space is challenging. To facilitate assessing clustering performance, cluster membership assignment, and their associations in different data domains, we employ dimension reduction techniques to display data points on a two-dimensional space. Dimensionality reduction is a process used to translate data from a high-dimensional space to a low-dimensional space with the goal of selecting the most important variables, and extracting relevant information or visualizing data in a meaningful way. Given the complexity of our dataset, we considered only approaches to dimensionality reduction that are able to derive meaningful nonlinear representations. Among nonlinear algorithms, manifold learning methods, such as MDS, SE, and t-SNE have recently attracted great attention by providing excellent results on artificial and real-world datasets. Bengio et al. (2006) provide an excellent review of them. We apply all of these dimensionality reduction techniques and select the most suitable one to enable us to assess and visualize the results of the clustering experiments.
Kernel PCA and SE.
Kernel PCA (Schőlkopf et al. 1997 (Schőlkopf et al. , 1999 ) is a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique well known for its ability to deal with complex data. This method is an extension of the linear dimensionality reduction technique called principal component analysis, which works by transforming the high-dimension data into a lower-dimension linear subspace using eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Kernel PCA works in two steps, first by redefining the input space using the kernel function k and second by performing PCA in the new feature space.
This idea was first applied as part as of the popular classification algorithms known as Support Vector Machines (SVM). Kernel PCA uses a function Φ to transform the input vector x as a new vector Φ(x ) whose size is n by n, where n is the number of input vectors from the dataset. Depending on the choice of function Φ, the data transformed in this higher space may become linear, allowing us to perform the standard PCA to obtain the set of reduced feature vectors,χ . In the kernel space, there is no need to compute the covariance of the Φ vectors, but we can compute their inner products of these vectors instead. Again, thanks to the kernel "magic," only the dot product of the transformed vectors is needed during the PCA step. Kernel PCA provides good results, especially for nonlinear data that lies along a manifold; however, if the dataset includes too many data points, it becomes computationally expensive to apply PCA to the kernel matrix.
SE (Belkin and Niyogi 2002) , also known as Laplacian eigenmaps, is another approach to calculate nonlinear embeddings that only preserves local distances. It first builds a similarity graph Laplacian to capture the local, neighborhood information existing in the dataset. This graph can be considered as a discrete approximation of the low-dimensional manifold in the high-dimensional space. As the second step, it solves a generalized eigenvalue problem for the Laplacian matrix. The optimization process applied on the graph guarantees that the points connected on the graph Laplacian are mapped close to each other in the low-dimensional space, preserving the local distances.
Nonmetric MDS.
The MDS method (Kruskal 1964a ) is now considered a classical statistical technique, and it is usually employed for analyzing and visualizing the similarity or dissimilarity of data in a geometric space. The nonmetric MDS version (Kruskal 1964b ) identifies a nonparametric monotonic relationship between the data points using the affinity matrix. The algorithm is based on isotonic regression, which minimizes the stress function. In the stress formula 12, x represents the vector of similarities, f (x ) denotes a monotonic function, and d is the matrix of distances between the data points.
The goal of the algorithms is to preserve the initial distances from the high-dimensional space in the low-dimensional space as much as possible. First, the optimal monotonic transformation of the proximities has to be found. Second, the points of a configuration have to be optimally arranged so that their distances match the scaled proximities as closely as possible. Additionally, MDS can also be computed even if the data matrix is unknown-all is needed is the Gram matrix.
t-SNE. t-SNE is one of the newest dimensionality reduction methods (Maaten and Hinton 2008)
, known for its good visualization capabilities. This method preserves the significant overall topology of the data points in the high-dimensional space when transformed to the lowdimensional space. The algorithm works in two steps: first, it converts the similarities between data points to conditional probabilities; second, the stochastic neighbor embedding minimizes the sum of Kullback-Leibler divergences between the conditional probabilities of the low-dimensional embedding and the high-dimensional data using a gradient descent method. The t-SNE cost function 13 is not convex, and therefore different initializations provide different output results.
In the preceding formula (13), P i are the conditional probability distributions over all other data points given data point, and Q i are the conditional probability distributions over all other mapped points given the map point in the lower-dimensional space. t-SNE is often very successful at revealing clusters and subclusters in data; however, it is not very good at preserving the real distances between the data points that are far apart.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Number of Clusters
Following previous research by Piccarreta (2017) and Pollock (2007) , all the experiments were run using Ward's linkage hierarchical algorithm applied to multichannel distance matrices.
First, we report the PBC and the ASW cluster validity indexes for the number of clusters k taking values in the [1, 10] interval. One multichannel distance matrix was computed for each of the 12 combination cases described in Section 4.2. These distance matrices were then used as inputs for the clustering evaluation procedure. The results are presented in Figure 2 .
For both PBC and ASW indexes, the optimal clustering number is determined by maximizing the value of the index. Both index plots suggest that the best results are obtained for the distance matrices determined in the binary data domain (D binary ), followed by the combined domain (D combined ) and ending with the nominal data domain (D nominal ).
The PBC index clearly shows that for the nominal domain, better clustering results are obtained when the cost of NA is set to 2. PBC indicates that in the combined and nominal domains, it is harder to cluster when the NA cost is 0. Higher values for the ASW index are obtained in the binary domain when the NA cost is set to 0. The curves for the combined and nominal domains are overlapping in terms of gaps and NA cost differences. The best number of clusters indicated by the PBC and ASW measures varies not only with the domain but also is affected by the missing gaps and the NA cost choice. The plots suggest that most of the curves stabilize when k takes values between 3 and 5, and other than the nominal curves for NA cost 0, all the curves start to decrease when k is greater than 5. These results have motivated our choice to run the further experiments using four clusters.
Choice of Dimensionality Reduction for Visualization
The clustering solutions can be examined in the original data space for each of the 12 experiments. An example is provided in Figure 3 using the nominal domain under "With Gap, NA cost = 0" condition. Sequences of two nominal variables-family size ("Total in FU") and number of children ("Children under 8")-are plotted separately for each of the clusters. The cluster solutions are visualized by (1) the state distribution by age in Figure 3 (a) and (2) the individual sequences in Figure 3(b) . Example visualization of the combined domain can be found in the Supplementary Figure A. 2. This type of visualization is useful for interpreting the clustering results. For example, we can see that cluster 1 is dominated by individuals with large families having kids early in life, whereas cluster 2 individuals tend to have medium-size families and have kids later, and so on. However, for examining all 12 experiments and diagnosing their inter-relationship among various missing value and data type conditions, these visual tools are not very effective.
We explore four different types of dimension reduction techniques with the goal of finding the most effective one for visualizing the internal data structure represented in the distance matrices as captured by the clustering solutions. Dimension reduction techniques map the data points onto a two-dimensional space for easy visualizations. We color the points by clustering labels derived for each of the 12 experiments. Both kernel PCA and SE fail to capture any clustering patterns in the lower dimensions. t-SNE appears to best capture the "closeness" pattern of the points assigned to the same clusters (Figure 4 ) across all the data domains. MDS also performs well in the binary and combined domains but fails to capture the high-dimensional data structure in the nominal domain. From the reduced dimension plots of t-SNE and MDS, we can see more dispersed patterns within the nominal domain relative to binary and combined domains, which explains lower performance metrics of clustering in Figure 2 .
The t-SNE approach focuses on capturing the local structures of the data. The resulting topology and the global geometry (e.g., distances between clusters) are sensitive to the hyperparameters used. We examine an array of hyperparameter combinations and determine the ones that have the most stable performance and can best capture both local and global geometry as represented by the clustering results. Specifically, t-SNE mapping of original distance matrices to two-dimensional space is sensitive to two input hyperparameters: maximum number of iterations and perplexity number. The perplexity number is usually interpreted as a smooth measure of neighborhood size around a given data point, and it should be smaller than the average size of the clusters. Given that the size of our clusters are usually greater than 150, we vary the perplexity from 10 to 110. We also examine how the t-SNE results change with the maximum number of iterations by varying it from 500 to 1000 (Supplementary Figure A. 3). We find that smaller subclusters appear within the same cluster when perplexity is small (10 or 30), whereas such pattern disappears when perplexity numbers are greater. This suggests that the choice of perplexity number should be greater than 30. There is also evidence that iteration = 500 can sometimes produce outlier patterns as shown in perplexity = 30 and 50 cases under "With gap and NA cost = 0" conditions for the combined domain. In general, perplexity choice of 90 produces the most stable and compelling representation of the cluster patterns in that points of the same cluster labels are generally close together. Therefore, we choose a maximum iteration number of 1,000 and perplexity number of 90 for subsequent analyses.
Effects of Missing Values on Clustering
In this section, we examine the effects of missing value treatments on clustering solutions in relation to variable type selection (binary, nominal, and combined) and their respective resulting dissimilarity structures within the data. In general, we find the clustering results derived from the nominal domain are most sensitive to missing value treatments, especially the choices of NA cost. More importantly, aided by dimensionality reduction, we are able to identify artifacts in dissimilarity structures and associated clustering solutions driven by age cohorts when NA cost is maximized. More detailed comparison is presented in the following.
"Gap vs No Gap" (first two rows in Table 1 ) represents the commonality (measured by nMI) observed in clustering solutions between cases where short survey gaps are imputed and not imputed. Lower values of nMI indicate greater differences and thus greater effects of the gap imputation treatment. As discussed earlier, changes due to short gap imputation need to be evaluated conditioned on the choice of NA cost because alignment missing is present in all cases.
The "Gap vs No Gap | NA Cost = 2" case measures the effect of gap imputation when the influence of alignment missing on distance measures is maximized, whereas the "Gap vs No Gap | NA Cost = 0" case measures the same effect when the influence of alignment missing is minimized. In general, we see imputation of short survey gaps changes clustering in D nominal much more than in D binary or in D combined . Imputation effects in the D nominal are also sensitive to the choice of NA substitution cost. In D nominal , clustering solutions using data with and without survey gaps become more different when NA cost changes from 2 to 0.
"NA cost = 2 vs NA cost = 0" (bottom two rows in Table 1 ) represents the commonality between the choices of NA cost specification when missing values are included as a special category. In Table 1 , the "NA cost = 2 vs NA cost = 0 | no gap" case represents NA cost effects due to alignment missing alone, whereas the "NA cost = 2 vs NA cost = 0 | gap" case represents NA cost effects due to the presence of both short survey gaps and alignment missing. Similar to the imputation effects, the choice of NA cost affects clustering solutions derived from D nominal the most, especially when survey gaps are also present. D combined also becomes more sensitive to the choice of NA cost when survey gaps are present. Therefore, imputation of short survey gaps helps stabilize clustering solutions.
Due to alignment by age, as shown in Figure 1 , the degree of missing data due to alignment missing and/or survey gaps are largely driven by an individual's birth year timing. Age cohorts born between 1947 and 1952, 1940 and 1946, and 1931 and 1939, respectively , are subject to varying degrees of both alignment missing and survey gaps (see Figure 1) . To explore the potential biases in distance measures caused by the choice of NA cost, we examine these age cohorts within the data structures captured by the reduced dimension via t-SNE representation in Figure 5 (a) in D combined . In doing this, it is evident that data points of the same age cohorts are located relatively close to each other when NA cost is 2. This means that when NA cost is 2, the distance structure within the data is largely driven by the birth year patterns. In contrast, this effect disappears when NA cost is 0. Therefore, the missing patterns in the sequences as differentiated by the age cohorts have a clear impact on the distance measures when NA cost is maximized. The birth year distribution of clustering solutions under four cases of missing value treatments further illustrates this effect in Figure 5 (b) using D combined as an example. A birth year-driven clustering solution is especially evident in the NA cost = 2 case when survey gaps are also present in addition to alignment missing. In this case, Clusters 2, 3, and 4 are driven by age cohorts born between 1947 and 1952, 1940 and 1946, and 1931 and 1939, respectively . Effects from both types of missing data are maximized when NA cost = 2, leading to the most significant biases by age cohorts in the distance calculation. Such bias due to "NA cost = 2" is alleviated when survey gaps are imputed. However, we can still observe Cluster 4 being largely driven by the age cohort born between 1931 and 1939, due to the most serious alignment missing alone in this age cohort. These biases can be confirmed by comparison to the "NA cost = 0" cases, where age cohort effects completely disappear as "NA cost = 0" minimizes the contribution from missing values to the distance computation. We also observe similar behavior for the binary and nominal domains (Supplementary Figure A.4) . Therefore, "NA cost = 2" maximizes the missing value contribution, meaning that cluster definition and assignment is being largely driven by age cohorts (i.e., alignment missing 7:16 A. Lazar et al. Fig. 6 . nMI between clustering solution derived from binary, nominal, and combined domains under different missing value treatments. Darker blue indicates greater differences between the pair. cohorts) rather than relevant information with the input data itself, leading to a prominent pattern shared by dissimilarity matrices of all domains.
Comparison of Treatments Data Domain
Effects of Mixed Data Types on Clustering
The interpretation of the clusters in the combined domain can become problematic if they are not equally representative of all relevant contributing domains. Therefore, understanding how the data domains are associated with each other is critical for cluster interpretation. The best clustering solution of a specific domain (D combined , D binary , or D nominal ) represents an optimal simplification of respective dissimilarity structures. Therefore, domain associations in the presence of missing values can be investigated by (1) the commonality among the best clustering solutions obtained from the combined and contributing domains, (2) the performance of clustering solutions derived from the combined domain on its contributing domains, and (3) how the previous two factors change with missing value treatments. Figure 6 demonstrates that overall, the clustering solutions derived from D binary and D combined is more similar, and both are different from clustering derived from D nominal , indicating greater association of the combined domain with the binary domain. We have seen in previous sections that distance matrices derived from the binary data domain D combined are easier to cluster than those from the nominal domain (D nominal ). The greater association of the combined domain with the binary domain observed here is consistent with joint sequence analysis literature that the clustering solution from a combined data domain may favor the contributing domains that are easier to cluster (Piccarreta 2017) . A more important observation is that the commonality of clustering solutions between D nominal and other domains is especially sensitive to the treatment choice of missing values (see Figure 6 ). In general, commonality in clustering solutions between D nominal and other domains is greater under the "NA Cost = 2" cases than the "NA cost = 0" cases (indicated by the darker blue first row of plots relative to the second row in Figure 6 ). In fact, the four-cluster solution derived from D combined also shows better performance, as measured by PBC and ASW, on D binary than on D nominal , for all missing value treatment cases (Supplementary Table A.1).
To visually diagnose domain associations, we color the data points in binary and nominal domains based on the cluster solutions derived from the combined domain for each of the missing value treatment experiment (Figure 7 ). The combined domain cluster solutions can largely capture the data structures in the binary domain as expected from the large nMI in the cluster solutions between the two domains. However, we can see that points of the same cluster in the combined domain (shown by color coding) are largely dispersed in the nominal domain when NA cost is 0. When NA cost is 2, the combined domain cluster solution starts to capture the clustered patterns in the nominal domain, especially in the "purple" area. This pattern underlies the reason the association (indicated by nMI) between D combined and D nominal increases as NA cost changes from 0 to 2 in Figure 6 . Birth year brushing in Supplementary Figure A. 4 indicates that these purple points are largely "older" people in the survey (birth year prior to 1939) and belong to the same cluster in the nominal domain.
When NA cost is 2, the cost to align segments involving missing values is maximized, which systematically increases the edit distance between sequences with and without certain missing segments. Consequently, sequences with similar missing patterns become relatively more similar. Such shared biases in distance measures lead to an artificial association between the domains and thus increase the commonality in clustering solutions. Joint sequence analysis is found mostly useful when the individual domains are interdependent or associated (Gauthier et al. 2010) . However, missing values can complicate these domain association patterns. This finding highlights the importance of the choice of missing value treatment when interpreting the clustering solutions in joint sequence analysis, as the association pattern can be entirely driven by missing values.
Mitigation of Alignment Missing
Although imputation can mitigate short survey gaps, we have seen that alignment missing coupled with the choice of NA cost can significantly affect the dissimilarity measures and subsequently the clustering solutions (i.e., the age bias in clustering solutions). We have demonstrated that clustering in the nominal domain is especially sensitive to the choice of missing value treatment.
The choice of NA cost we have considered so far involves two extreme cases: (1) setting NA substitution cost to 2 is equivalent to considering missing values as a complete different state from other states and therefore requires the maximum "edit" cost to transform any missing values to the target state values; (2) setting NA substitution cost to 0 is equivalent to treating missing values as a "wild card" that is the same state to any given target state and therefore needs zero "edit" cost to transform. We have shown that the first case introduces biases in dissimilarity measures. The second one is not very realistic in practice. In reality, the NA cost can be more flexible and take values between 0 and 2, effectively allowing some probability for missing values to be in one versus the other of the nonmissing states. The appropriate choice of NA cost can be identified on a case-by-case basis. From the perspective of eliminating biases caused by alignment missing, we can choose the proper NA cost value by varying it by small increments from 2 to 0 and identifying the one when the age biases start to disappear. In Figure 8 (a), we show that the missing value-induced distance patterns (as colored by birth year) start to dissolve as NA cost decreases from 2 to 0.4.
Another data-driven way to mitigate the biases introduced by alignment missing is to find a more appropriate age span so that the consequence of contiguous missing patterns in the sequences no longer dominate the dissimilarity measures. Figure 8 (b) varies the age span by increasing the lower age limit from 20 to 35 years. At the lower age limit of 29 to 32 years, we can see that the artificial patterns induced by missing values begin to disappear.
These two data-driven approaches graphically guided by t-SNE visualizations ensure that the dissimilarity measures computed through OM are no longer driven by missing values. The state distribution by age plots are shown in Figure 9 , and individual sequence plots are shown in Supplementary Figure A .5. We can see the resulting trajectory patterns during the overlapping age span (32 to 60 years) are very similar between the two approaches, confirming that the patterns are mostly driven by the values in the input variables instead of the length of missing values.
Under the conditions of these two approaches, the combined domain shows little true association with the nominal domain. The nMI between the combined and nominal domains reduces from 0.17 (NA cost = 2 and age span = 20 to 60) to 0.003 (NA cost = 0.4 and age span = 20 to 60) and 0.008 (NA cost = 2 and age span = 32 to 60). This means that the clustering solutions derived from the combined domain represent little patterns in its contributing nominal domain, which indicates that the binary and nominal variables used here should be ideally clustered separately to derive more meaningful and representative patterns.
CONCLUSION
This article evaluates two issues facing joint social sequence analysis using real-world data: missing values and mixed data types. Changes in clustering solutions are systematically assessed in a full combination of experiments designed so that the two types of problems can be examined in relation to each other. We applied the experiments to a real-world dataset obtained from the PSID where both short and long data gaps are present due to either survey gaps or alignment by age. Past evaluation of missing values has focused on short gap imputation strategies in the context of single-variable sequence clustering. Our study addresses the effects of "unavoidable" missing values arising from sequence alignment in addition to imputable short gaps, and missing value effects are examined in relation to joint sequence analysis with various types of variables. Among the application of four nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques, t-SNE is found to most successfully visualize the clustering solutions. t-SNE is applied to visually display and diagnose the dissimilarity measures and their subsequent effects on clustering.
We find that missing values and their choices of treatment (imputation and NA cost specification) mostly affect the clustering solution in the nominal sequences that have greater state spaces. Imputation of short survey gaps helps stabilize clustering solutions. With the alignment missing data problem, choices of NA cost are important. The traditional default way of including missing as a special state maximizes NA cost (= 2) leads to artificial clusters driven by different cohorts based on the alignment dimension (in our case age), whereas setting NA cost to 0 eliminates such behavior. Maximizing NA cost in the presence of missing values is also found to inflate the "apparent" cluster performance measured by quality metrics. Such treatment needs to be practiced with caution in future OM applications.
We find that distance matrices derived from the binary data domain are easier to cluster than those from mixed or nominal data types. As a result, clustering solutions from the combined domain favors the contributing domain of binary variables, indicated by greater commonality in their respective optimal clustering solutions. However, association between the nominal domain and the combined domain can sometimes be artificially inflated in the presence of missing values together with a specification of high NA cost, leading to "apparent" association between the two domains. This finding highlights the importance of the choice of missing value treatment in correct interpretation of the clustering solutions represented in the contributing domains.
We employ t-SNE dimensionality reduction to demonstrate two practical data-driven approaches-tuning NA cost and identifying proper age span-to realistically mitigate serious biases in distance measures caused by missing values. Such approaches can at the same time maximize data utilization by avoiding removing entire sequences or age spans that involve missing values as commonly practiced in the current literature. The analysis framework illustrated here can be easily extended to different datasets and other variants of OM to guide proper missing value handling and result interpretation in social sequence analysis studies.
